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The Greenhouse Gas Protocol A Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard World Resources Inst The GHG Protocol Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard helps companies and other organizations to identify, calculate, and report GHG emissions. It is designed
to set the standard for accurate, complete, consistent, relevant and transparent accounting and reporting of GHG emissions. Model Rules of Professional Conduct American Bar Association The Model Rules of Professional Conduct provides an up-to-date resource for
information on legal ethics. Federal, state and local courts in all jurisdictions look to the Rules for guidance in solving lawyer malpractice cases, disciplinary actions, disqualiﬁcation issues, sanctions questions and much more. In this volume, black-letter Rules of
Professional Conduct are followed by numbered Comments that explain each Rule's purpose and provide suggestions for its practical application. The Rules will help you identify proper conduct in a variety of given situations, review those instances where discretionary
action is possible, and deﬁne the nature of the relationship between you and your clients, colleagues and the courts. How To Save Our Planet The Facts Penguin UK 'Punchy and to the point. No beating around the bush. This brilliant book contains all the information we
need to have in our back pocket in order to move forward' Christiana Figueres, Former Executive Secretary UN Climate Change Convention 'Amazing book' Chris Evans, Virgin Radio Breakfast Show 'Everyone should have this book' Rick Edwards, BBC Radio 5 Live 'A
timely and important book, not only laying out the facts...but suggesting real solutions to the challenges facing us' Professor Alice Roberts, Anatomist, Professor of Public Engagement in Science, University of Birmingham _________________________ How can we save our
planet and survive the 21st century? How can you argue with deniers? How can we create positive change in the midst of the climate crisis? Professor Mark Maslin has the key facts that we need to protect our future. Global awareness of climate change is growing
rapidly. Science has proven that our planet and species are facing a massive environmental crisis. How to Save Our Planet is a call to action, guaranteed to equip everyone with the knowledge needed to make change. Be under no illusion the challenges of the twentyﬁrst century are immense. We need to deal with: climate change, environmental destruction, global poverty and ensure everyone's security. We have the technology. We have the resources. We have the money. We have the scientists, the entrepreneurs and the
innovators. We lack the politics and policies to make your vision of a better world happen. So we need a plan to save our planet... How to Save Our Planet is your handbook of how we together can save our precious planet. From the history of our planet and species, to
the potential of individuals and our power to create a better future, Maslin inspires optimism in these bleak times. We stand at the precipice. The future of our planet is in our hands. It's time to face the facts and save our planet from, and for, ourselves.
_________________________ 'A handbook of clearly established, authoritative facts and ﬁgures about the terrible toll we as humans have taken of our planet, plus ways in which we can lessen the impact. For laypeople like me, who can see what is happening but haven't
always got the precise statistics to hand, it's hugely valuable' John Simpson CBE, BBC World Aﬀairs Editor, Broadcaster, Author & Columnist 'Saving the world is no small thing, but picking up this book's a good start' Paris Lees, Contributing Editor at British Vogue,
campaigner 'I love it. My kids love it' Chris Evans, Virgin Radio Breakfast Show 'A no-nonsense crib sheet on the state of the world and how to help it' The I Newspaper International Taxation of Banking Kluwer Law International B.V. Banking is an increasingly global
business, with a complex network of international transactions within multinational groups and with international customers. This book provides a thorough, practical analysis of international taxation issues as they aﬀect the banking industry. Thoroughly explaining
banking’s signiﬁcant beneﬁts and risks and its taxable activities, the book’s broad scope examines such issues as the following: taxation of dividends and branch proﬁts derived from other countries; transfer pricing and branch proﬁt attribution; taxation of global
trading activities; tax risk management; provision of services and intangible property within multinational groups; taxation treatment of research and development expenses; availability of tax incentives such as patent box tax regimes; swaps and other derivatives;
loan provisions and debt restructuring; ﬁnancial technology (FinTech); group treasury, interest ﬂows, and thin capitalisation; tax havens and controlled foreign companies; and taxation policy developments and trends. Case studies show how international tax analysis
can be applied to speciﬁc examples. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development Base Erosion and Proﬁt Shifting (OECD BEPS) measures and how they apply to banking taxation are discussed. The related provisions of the OECD Model Tax Convention
are analysed in detail. The banking industry is characterised by rapid change, including increased diversiﬁcation with new banking products and services, and the increasing signiﬁcance of activities such as shadow banking outside current regulatory regimes. For all
these reasons and more, this book will prove to be an invaluable springboard for problem solving and mastering international taxation issues arising from banking. The book will be welcomed by corporate counsel, banking law practitioners, and all professionals,
oﬃcials, and academics concerned with ﬁnance and its tax ramiﬁcations. Executive Employment Law: Protecting Executives, Entrepreneurs and Employees LexisNexis Authored by experts in various facets of civil litigation and reviewed by general editor William C.
Bochet, LexisNexis Practice Guide New Jersey Trial, Post-Trial, and Appellate Proceedings oﬀers quick, direct, New Jersey-speciﬁc answers to questions that arise in day-to-day civil litigation practice. Topically organized, LexisNexis Practice Guide New Jersey Trial, PostTrial, and Appellate Proceedings covers a range of civil practice issues and takes task-oriented approach to each subject in its action-oriented section headings (e.g. Moving for Relief in Limine, Preparing for Direct Examinations of Experts at Trial, and Making
Objections or Requests for Curative Instructions) and multiple checklists in each chapter that guide the reader through each step of a task. This publication covers critical topics such as jury charges, bench trial, opening statements, burdens of proof, trial motions,
party and non-party witnesses, expert witnesses, summations, and bringing appeals. It includes numerous practice tips (Strategic Point, Warning, Timing and Exception) to ensure best practices and help the attorney make choices, avoid practice pitfalls and recognize
important time limitations and exceptions to general rules. The online product includes practice forms. Social Impact Investment 2019 The Impact Imperative for Sustainable Development The Impact Imperative for Sustainable Development OECD Publishing This
publication is a sequel to the OECD 2015 report on social impact investment (SII), Building the Evidence Base, bringing new evidence on the role of SII in ﬁnancing sustainable development. A Research Agenda for Social Finance Edward Elgar Publishing This insightful
Research Agenda explores social ﬁnance and impact investing, surveying the latest research in this area. It considers a range of actors from across the social ﬁnance ecosystem, from investors and social banks, to the entrepreneurs who propose sustainable solutions
and seek ﬁnance. Frontiers in Social Innovation The Essential Handbook for Creating, Deploying, and Sustaining Creative Solutions to Systemic Problems Harvard Business Press The one book you need to make a diﬀerence in the world. Social innovation and social
entrepreneurship are rising forces. As the extent of the world's systemic challenges becomes clear—from climate change to income inequality to food security to healthcare and beyond—more and more of the best and brightest will feel called to become innovators and
entrepreneurs who develop and deploy solutions to the world's thorniest problems. But it won't be easy: social innovation is complicated. Solutions require the active collaboration of constituents across the worlds of government, business, and nonproﬁts. Social
innovators and entrepreneurs need a handbook to guide them on the journey to changing the world. This is that guide. Contributions from a who's who of the smartest thinkers and most experienced practitioners in the ﬁeld provide the knowledge you need to succeed
as a social innovator. Topics cover the waterfront, including: High-performance leadership as a driver of social change Design for extreme aﬀordability Scaling social innovation Corporate decarbonization Social innovation and healthcare in the postpandemic world
Donor-advised funds and impact investing Case studies from the ﬁeld bring to life the challenges and opportunities social entrepreneurs and innovators face. Frontiers in Social Innovation is an essential volume for anyone who wants to use innovation and
entrepreneurship to make the world a better place. Carbon Dioxide Capture and Storage Special Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Cambridge University Press IPCC Report on sources, capture, transport, and storage of CO2, for researchers, policymakers and engineers. The Digital Renaissance of Work Delivering Digital Workplaces Fit for the Future Ashgate Publishing, Ltd. The Digital Renaissance of Work: Delivering Digital Workplaces Fit for the Future takes the reader on a journey into the emerging technologyled revival of work. Paul Miller’s follow up to his critically acclaimed The Digital Workplace picks up the story to provide organizations with an understanding of the structural and organizational implications the emerging technology has for the workplace. His insights,
backed by the considerable research of the Digital Workplace Forum, oﬀer a lifeline to organizations needing to make better sense of a very uncertain future. Handbook of Research on Theory and Practice of Global Islamic Finance IGI Global As an emerging global
phenomenon, Islamic economics and the ﬁnancial system has expanded exponentially in recent decades. Many components of the industry are still unknown, but hopefully, the lack of awareness will soon be stilled. The Handbook of Research on Theory and Practice of
Global Islamic Finance provides emerging research on the latest global Islamic economic practices. The content within this publication examines risk management, economic justice, and stock market analysis. It is designed for ﬁnanciers, banking professionals,
economists, policymakers, researchers, academicians, and students interested in ideas centered on the development and practice of Islamic ﬁnance. The Fourth Industrial Revolution Currency Between the 18th and 19th centuries, Britain experienced massive leaps in
technological, scientiﬁc, and economical advancement Credit, Consumers and the Law After the global storm Taylor & Francis Consumer law, particularly consumer credit law, is characterised by increasingly complex regulation in Western economies. Reacting to the
Global Financial Crisis, governments in the UK, the EU, Australia, New Zealand and the United States have adopted new laws dealing with consumer credit, responsible lending, consumer guarantees and unfair contracts. Drawing together authors from all of these
jurisdictions, this book analyses and evaluates these initiatives, and makes predictions as to their likely success and possible ﬂaws. Globalization at Risk Yale University Press History has declared globalization the winner of the 20th century. Globalization connected the
world and created wealth unimaginable in the wake of the Second World War. But the ﬁnancial crisis of 2008-09 has now placed at risk the liberal economic policies behind globalization. Engulﬁng the entire world, the crisis gave new fuel to the skeptics of the beneﬁts
of economic integration. Policy responses seem to favor anti-globalizers. New regulations could balkanize the global ﬁnancial system, while widespread protectionist impulses might undo the Doha Round. Issues from climate change to national security may be used as
convenient excuses to keep imports out, keep jobs at home, and to clamp down on global capital. Will globalization triumph or perish in the 21st century? What reforms make sense in the post-crisis world?International economists Gary Clyde Hufbauer and Kati
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Suominen argue that globalization has been a force of great good, one that needs to be actively advanced and honed. Drawing on the latest economic analyses, they reveal the drivers and eﬀects of global ﬁnance and trade, lay out the key risks to globalization, and
oﬀer a practical policy roadmap for managing the challenges while increasing the gains. Vital reading for anyone in business, ﬁnance, foreign aﬀairs, or economics, Globalization at Risk is sure to advance public debate on this deﬁning issue of the 21st century.
Comparative Company Law A Case-Based Approach Bloomsbury Publishing As attention moves rapidly towards comparative approaches, the research and teaching of company law has somehow lagged behind. The overall purpose of this book is therefore to ﬁll a gap in
the literature by identifying whether conceptual diﬀerences between countries exist. Rather than concentrate on whether the institutional structure of the corporation varies across jurisdictions, the objective of this book will be pursued by focusing on speciﬁc cases
and how diﬀerent countries might treat each of these cases. The book also has a public policy dimension, because the existence or absence of diﬀerences may lead to the question of whether formal harmonisation of company law is necessary. The book covers 10 legal
systems. With respect to countries of the European Union, it focuses on the most populous countries (Germany, France, the UK, Spain, Italy and Poland) as well as two smaller Member States (Finland and Latvia). In addition, the laws of two of the world's largest
economies (the US and Japan) are included for the purposes of wider comparison. All of these jurisdictions are subjected to scrutiny by deploying a comparative case-based study. On the basis of these case solutions, various conclusions are reached, some of which
challenge established orthodoxies in the ﬁeld of comparative company law. The Common European Sales Law in Context Interactions with English and German Law OUP Oxford European Contract Law uniﬁcation projects have recently advanced from the Draft Common
Frame of Reference (2009) to a European Commission proposal for an optional Common European Sales Law (2011) which is to facilitate cross-border marketing. This book investigates for the ﬁrst time how CESL and DCFR rules would interact with various aspects of
domestic law, represented by English and German law. Nineteen chapters, co-authored by British and German scholars, examine such interface issues for eg pre-contractual relationships, notions of contract, formation, interpretation, and remedies, extending to nondiscrimination, third parties, transfers or rights, aspects of property law, and collective proceedings. They go beyond a critical analysis of CESL and DCFR rules by demonstrating where and how CESL rules would interact with neighbouring areas of English and German
law before English and German courts, how domestic traditions might inﬂuence the application, which aspects might motivate sellers and buyers to choose or reject CESL, and which might serve as model for national legislators. The ﬁndings are summarized in the ﬁnal
two chapters. Research Handbook on Shadow Banking Legal and Regulatory Aspects Edward Elgar Publishing Research Handbook on Shadow Banking brings together a range of international experts to discuss shadow banking activities, the purposes they serve, the risks
they pose to the ﬁnancial system and implications for regulators and the regulatory perimeter. Including discussions speciﬁc to the UK, European Union, US, China and Singapore, this book oﬀers high level and theoretical perspectives on shadow banking and
regulatory risks, as well as more detailed explorations of speciﬁc markets in shadow banking. Higher Education and Policy for Creative Economies in Africa Developing Creative Economies Routledge The book reﬂects on the role of the creative economies in a range of
African countries (namely Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, South Africa and Uganda). Chapters explore how creative economies emerge and can be supported in African countries. The contributors focus on two key dimensions: the role of higher education and the role of policy.
Firstly, they consider the role of higher education and alternative forms of specialised education to reﬂect on how the creative aspiration of students (and future creative workers) of these countries are met and developed. Secondly, they explore the role of policy in
supporting the agendas of the creative economy, taking also into consideration the potential historical dimension of policy interventions and the impact of a lack of policy frameworks. The book concludes by reﬂecting on how these two pillars of creative economy
development, which are usually taken for granted in studying creative economies in the global north, need to be understood with their own speciﬁcity in the context of our selected case studies in Africa. This book will be of interest to students, scholars and
professionals researching the creative economies in Africa across the humanities and social sciences. All the royalties from the publication of this book will be donated to the not-for-proﬁt organisation The Craft and Design Institute (CDI) (https://www.thecdi.org.za/) in
South Africa, supporting capacity building for young creative practitioners from disadvantaged backgrounds. The Marvel Studios Phenomenon Inside a Transmedia Universe Bloomsbury Publishing USA Marvel Studios has provided some of the biggest worldwide cinematic
hits of the last eight years, from Iron Man (2008) to the record-breaking The Avengers (2012), and beyond. Having announced plans to extend its production of connected texts in cinema, network and online television until at least 2028, the new aesthetic patterns
brought about by Marvel's 'shared' media universe demand analysis and understanding. The Marvel Studios Phenomenon evaluates the studio's identity, as well as its status within the structures of parent Disney. In a new set of readings of key texts such as Captain
America: The Winter Soldier, Guardians of the Galaxy and Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D., the thematics of superhero ﬁction and the role of fandom are considered. The authors identify milestones from Marvel's complex and controversial business history, allowing us to appraise
its industrial status: from a comic publisher keen to exploit its intellectual property, to an independent producer, to successful subsidiary of a vast entertainment empire. Taxation in a Global Digital Economy Schriftenreihe IStR Band 107 Linde Verlag GmbH Time to
discuss anti-BEPS measures around digitalization In the course of the BEPS Report on Action 1, it was concluded that there was no instantaneous need for speciﬁc rules to address base erosion and proﬁt shifting (BEPS) made possible by the digitalization of enterprises
and new digital businesses. At the same time, it was acknowledged that general measures may not suﬃce with the assessment of results to begin in 2020. While awaiting possible fundamental reforms of the tax framework, it is time to discuss anti-BEPS measures
bearing in mind the peculiar features of the digital economy such as increased mobility, no need for physical presence, and dematerialization. The Book focuses on ﬁve key areas of interest:International Tax PolicyTax Treaty LawTransfer PricingIndirect Taxation
IssuesEU Law “Taxation in a Global Digital Economy” analyses the issues and addresses the ﬁve key areas of interest from various viewpoints. Commerce Business Daily Leading Change Harvard Business Press Oﬀers advice on how to lead an organization into change,
including establishing a sense of urgency, developing a vision and strategy, and generating short-term wins. The Future of Educational Research Perspectives from Beginning Researchers Springer Science & Business Media The Future of Educational Research: Perspectives
from Beginning Researchers provides a snapshot of research across a diversity of ﬁelds in education conducted by beginning researchers. The ﬁve main sections of the book cover research into policy and curriculum, teachers’ experiences, educational technologies, the
teaching and learning of mathematics, and literacy development. The chapters make valuable contributions to knowledge of contemporary issues in education. They illustrate research topics and methodologies that will underpin and provoke future research, and
demonstrate the potential of these beginning researchers to become leaders in their chosen ﬁelds of educational research. The chapters also demonstrate the breadth of research topics being undertaken in educational research today. For supervisors and research
higher degree students the book provides samples of research higher degree student writing that not only exemplify approaches to presenting research but also support the value of publication at all stages of study. The Law and Economics of Class Actions in Europe
Lessons from America Edward Elgar Publishing 'The Law and Economics of Class Actions in Europe marshals an impressive array of expertise from both sides of the Atlantic to illuminate the debate over class action litigation. This volume is a valuable addition to the
literature on class actions in both the US and Europe.' – Jennifer Arlen, New York University, School of Law, US 'The availability and performance of class actions is a fundamental question being addressed in many legal systems. Class actions oﬀer a rare opportunity for
individuals with small losses to obtain redress against large companies and may provide important incentives to comply with the law. Eﬀective class actions that provide these beneﬁts exist in few countries. This book assembles leading scholars from around the world
to provide important new insights into the theory and practice of this important legal procedure.' – Theodore Eisenberg, Cornell University, US This well-documented book discusses the power and limitations of class actions with insights and analysis from a panel of
distinguished scholars. It pays special attention to the introduction and the applicability of such a legal device in European civil law countries. The book oﬀers a broad legal and economic investigation, drawing insights from US judicial experience and giving a rigorous
discussion of both the philosophical and constitutional aspects and the economic mechanisms and incentives set up by class actions. The Law and Economics of Class Actions in Europe will be a welcome addition to the bookshelf of all those interested in the function of
class action litigation for promoting justice and eﬃciency. In particular, it will beneﬁt graduate and postgraduate students, researchers and academics in law, economics, and law and economics, policymakers, judges and attorneys. OECD Guide to Measuring the
Information Society 2011 OECD Publishing This Guide to Measuring the Information Society is a compilation of concepts, deﬁnitions, classiﬁcations and methods for information society measurement and analysis. Multilingual Interpretation of European Union Law Kluwer
Law International B.V. The Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive (AIFMD) may be the most important European asset management regulation of the early 21st century. However, a preponderance of practitioners and academics in the ﬁeld argue that, in its
present form, the directive is seriously out of touch with both the system of European ﬁnancial law and industry practice. In this ﬁrst in-depth analytical and critical discussion of the content and system of the directive, thirty-four contributing authors – academics,
lawyers, consultants, fund supervisors, and fund industry experts – examine the AIFMD from every angle. They cover structure, regulatory history, scope, appointment and authorization of the manager, rules on delegation, reporting requirements, transitional
provisions, and the objectives stipulated in the recitals and other oﬃcial documents. The challenging implications and contexts they examine include the following: connection with systemic risk and the ﬁnancial crisis; impact on money laundering and ﬁnancial crime;
nexus with insurance for negligent conduct; connection with corporate governance doctrine; risk management; transparency; the cross-border dimension; liability for lost assets; and impact on alternative investment strategies. Ten country reports add a national
perspective to the discussion of the European regulation. These chapters deal with the potential interactions among the AIFMD and the relevant laws and regulations of Italy, Switzerland, Luxembourg, The Netherlands, Austria, Liechtenstein, the United Kingdom,
Germany, France, and Ireland. The former are Europe’s most vibrant ﬁnancial centres and markets. Designed to spur a critical attitude towards the emerging new European ﬁnancial markets framework presaged by the AIFMD, this much-needed discussion not only
elaborates on the inconsistencies and diﬃculties sure to be encountered when applying the directive, but also provides potential solutions to the problems it raises. The book will be warmly welcomed by investors and their counsel, fund managers, depositaries, asset
managers, and administrators, as well as academics in the ﬁeld. Enforcing Cybersecurity in Developing and Emerging Economies Institutions, Laws and Policies Edward Elgar Publishing This unique, innovative examination of cyberspace policies and strategies and their
relation to cyber laws and regulations in developing and emerging economies uses economic, political, and social perspectives as a vehicle for analysis. With cyber risk at the top of the global agenda as high-proﬁle breaches increase worries that cybersecurity attacks
might compromise the world economy, this analysis becomes relevant across disciplines. Concepts, Applications and Emerging Opportunities in Industrial Engineering BoD – Books on Demand Crime and Economics An Introduction Routledge Crime and Economics provides
the ﬁrst comprehensive and accessible text to address the economics of crime within the study of crime and criminology. The economics of crime is an area of growing activity and concern, increasingly inﬂuential both to the study of crime and criminal justice and to
the formulation of crime reduction and criminal justice policy. As well as providing an overview of the relationship between economics and crime, this book poses key questions such as: What is the impact of the labour market and poverty on crime? Can society
decrease criminal activity from a basis of economic disincentives? What forms of crime reduction and methods of reducing re-oﬀending are most cost beneﬁcial? Can illicit organised crime and illicit drug markets be understood better through the application of
economic analysis? For those interested in economic methods, but without previous economic training, this book also provides an accessible overview of key areas such as cost-beneﬁt analysis, econometrics and the debate around how to estimate the costs of crime.
This book will be key reading for undergraduate and postgraduate students of criminology and economics and those working in the criminal justice system including practitioners, managers and policy makers. Handbook of Blockchain Law A Guide to Understanding and
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Resolving the Legal Challenges of Blockchain Technology Kluwer Law International B.V. Blockchain has become attractive to companies and governments because it promises to solve the age-old problem of mutability in transactions - that is, it makes falsiﬁcation and
recalculation impossible once a transaction has been committed to the technology. However, the perceived complexity of implementing Blockchain calls for an in-depth overview of its key features and functionalities, speciﬁcally in a legal context. The systematic and
comprehensive approach set forth in this indispensable book, including coverage of existing relevant law in various jurisdictions and practical guidance on how to tackle legal issues raised by the use of Blockchain, ensures a one-stop-shop reference book for anyone
considering Blockchain-based solutions or rendering advice with respect to them. Within a clear structure by ﬁelds of law allowing for a systematic approach, each contributor - all of them are practitioners experienced with Blockchain projects within their respective
areas of expertise - elucidates the implications of Blockchain technology and related legal issues under such headings as the following: technical explanation of Blockchain technology; contract law; regulatory issues and existing regulation in a variety of jurisdictions;
data protection and privacy; capital markets; information security; patents and other intellectual property considerations; and antitrust law. Keeping the legal questions and concepts suﬃciently generic so that lawyers can beneﬁt from the handbook irrespective of
their jurisdiction and legal background, the authors cover such speciﬁc characteristics of Blockchain implementation as so-called smart contracts, tokenization, distributed ledger technology, digital securities, recognition of code as law, data privacy challenges and
Blockchain joint ventures. Because Blockchain is a relatively new technology still in process and raises a multitude of legal questions, this well-balanced introduction - at a depth that allows non-IT experts to understand the groundwork for legal assessments - provides
a solid basis for organizations and their legal advisors in identifying and resolving Blockchain-related issues. Legal practitioners, in-house lawyers, IT professionals and advisors, consultancy ﬁrms, Blockchain associations and legal scholars will welcome this highly
informative and practical book. Future of solar photovoltaic International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) This study presents options to fully unlock the world’s vast solar PV potential over the period until 2050. It builds on IRENA’s global roadmap to scale up renewables
and meet climate goals. Research Companion to Construction Economics Edward Elgar Publishing This innovative Research Companion considers the history, nature and status of construction economics, and its need for development as a ﬁeld in order to be recognised as
a distinct discipline. It presents a state-of-the-art review of construction economics, identifying areas for further research. Sustainability through Energy-Eﬃcient Buildings CRC Press The book covers chapters ranging from introduction to recent technological challenges,
case studies of energy-eﬃcient buildings with policy and awareness issues, fundamentals and present status along with research updates and future aspects on topics focusing on energy-eﬃcient construction, materials. Law and Development Theory and Practice
Routledge The book examines the theory and practice of law and development. It introduces the General Theory of Law and Development, an innovative approach which explains the mechanisms by which law impacts development. The book analyzes the process of
economic development in South Korea, South Africa, and the United States from legal and institutional perspectives. The book also explains why the concept of ‘development’ is not only relevant to developing countries but to developed economies as well. The new
edition includes ﬁve new chapters addressing the relationships between law and economic development in several key areas, including property rights, political governance, business transactions, state industrial promotion, and international trade and development.
Corporate Carbon and Climate Accounting Springer This volume is devoted to management accounting approaches for analyzing business beneﬁts and costs of climate change. It discusses future directions on carbon accounting, performance measurement and reporting
as well as links between climate accounting and business processes, product and service development, supply chain innovation, economic successes and stakeholder relations.Companies are increasingly called on to contribute to combatting climate change and also
face the challenges presented by climate-change related costs, risks and beneﬁts. Risks can result from unpredictable weather conditions and government regulations, such as the EU emission trading system and new building codes. Climate change also oﬀers
numerous opportunities, such as energy eﬃciency innovations and carbon neutral products and production.Good management requires that carbon emissions are tracked and climate-related costs, risks and beneﬁts are identiﬁed, measured and assessed. As such,
research addressing corporate accounting frameworks and tools is of increasing importance when it comes to managing these carbon and climate-related issues. International and Interdisciplinary Studies in Green Computing IGI Global With the growing awareness and
popularity of environmental preservation, research on green computing has gained recognition around the world. Information technology must adopt initiatives in making computers as energy-eﬃcient as possible, as well as design algorithms and systems for
eﬃciency-related computer technologies. International and Interdisciplinary Studies in Green Computing provides coverage on strategic green issues and practices for competitive advantages and cost-cutting in modern organizations and business sectors in order to
reach environmental goals. EU Public Contract Law Public Procurement and Beyond Primento This book analyses many aspects of the present EU regulatory framework for public contracts, especially public procurement, taking the ongoing reform process into account.
First, several chapters discuss the regime of the Public Sector Procurement Directive 2004/18/EC governing the procurement activities of the EU Member States, the coverage of the Directive, qualiﬁcation and technical speciﬁcations, procurement procedures, and
award criteria. A speciﬁc chapter describes the EU principles applicable to contracts not covered or partially covered by the Directive, which have been the subject of relevant developments in the case law of the European Court of Justice. Another chapter covers
sustainable procurement. Second, three chapters are devoted to special procurement regimes, namely public private partnerships, defence and utilities. Third, the review and remedies regime for public procurement is covered in two chapter. Fourth, one chapters goes
beyond public procurement and looks at the eﬀect of EU law on the contract management of public contracts, after their conclusion. Fifth, three chapters go beyond the regulation of the Member States and look at the EU law regime applicable to contracts of the EU
institutions. Sixth and ﬁnally, a concluding chapter provides a critique of the EU legal framework by an author from outside the EU. Research Methods for Cyber Security Syngress Research Methods for Cyber Security teaches scientiﬁc methods for generating impactful
knowledge, validating theories, and adding critical rigor to the cyber security ﬁeld. This book shows how to develop a research plan, beginning by starting research with a question, then oﬀers an introduction to the broad range of useful research methods for cyber
security research: observational, mathematical, experimental, and applied. Each research method chapter concludes with recommended outlines and suggested templates for submission to peer reviewed venues. This book concludes with information on cross-cutting
issues within cyber security research. Cyber security research contends with numerous unique issues, such as an extremely fast environment evolution, adversarial behavior, and the merging of natural and social science phenomena. Research Methods for Cyber
Security addresses these concerns and much more by teaching readers not only the process of science in the context of cyber security research, but providing assistance in execution of research as well. Presents research methods from a cyber security science
perspective Catalyzes the rigorous research necessary to propel the cyber security ﬁeld forward Provides a guided method selection for the type of research being conducted, presented in the context of real-world usage Future of Jobs IntroBooks Times are changing and
the labor markets are under immense burden from the collective eﬀects of various megatrends. Technological growth and grander incorporation of economies along with global supply chains have been an advantage for several workers armed with high skills and in
growing occupations. However, it is a challenge for workers with low or obsolete skills in diminishing zones of employment. Business models that are digitalized hire workers as self-employed instead of standard employees. People seem to be working and living longer,
but they experience many job changes and the peril of skills desuetude. Inequalities in both quality of job and earnings have increased in several countries. The depth and pace of digital transformation will probably be shocking. Industrial robots have already stepped
in and artiﬁcial intelligence is making its advance too. Globalization and technological change predict the great potential for additional developments in labor market performance. But people should be ready for change. A progression of creative annihilation is probably
under way, where some chores are either oﬀshored or given to robots. A better world of for jobs cannot be warranted – a lot will be contingent on devising the right policies and institutes in place. Leading Diversity in the 21st Century IAP The Leader-Member Exchange
(LMX) model of leadership has shown that eﬀective leader-follower relationships predict employee well-being and performance. Less research, however, addressed how diversity variables may aﬀect the development of leader-member exchange and outcomes. This
book moves the ﬁeld forward by addressing the 21st century challenges of how diversity may impact the development of eﬀective working relationships. Key trends in the workforce suggest that the impact of diverse employees will challenge a leader’s ability to
develop eﬀective working relationships with all direct reports. New frameworks are needed to understand how various groups such as women, Hispanics, African Americans, Millennials, LGBTQ, and persons with Autism Spectrum Disorder develop eﬀective working
relationships with their supervisors This edited volume will bring together the top scholars in the ﬁeld to address these segments of the workforce and oﬀer practical advice for managers. This book will be used in college undergraduate and/or graduate level leadership
classes. It might also be adopted for courses in managing diversity. Scholars will ﬁnd the book a useful reference work. In addition, practicing managers will be interested in the implications of developing eﬀective working relationships in diverse leader-member dyads.
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